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Software Design and Development: Using Scratch
Introduction:
It has been assumed that no prior knowledge of programming will be needed for this unit.
The materials have been written with National 4 in mind but could be used from S1
onwards as most of the learning content can be justified under the E’s and O’s for level 3
and level 4.
The biggest challenge of teaching programming is twofold:
1. The language used has to become part of the programmer’s vocabulary.
2. Some of the programming techniques, such as using variables, depend on the
understanding and the ability (skill) to consider instructions in an abstract manner.
Using variables in a programming context is very similar to the use of letters in
Algebra.
Put in plain terms, the development of any pupil should be such that if they have to design a
program that uses the Basic number operations (+, -, *, /), then a prerequisite skill is that
they have a sound understanding of Basic number operations.
LI’s / Outcomes
Expressions to assign values to variables
Expressions to return values using arithmetic operators (+,-,*,/)
Execution of lines of code in sequence demonstrating – Input, Process and Output.
Data types – use of string (text) and numeric (integer) variables
Normal testing
Literacy: vocabulary
Assignment, concatenation, execution, expression, Input, instruction, number, Output,
Process, program, sequence, statement, string, text, variable.
Numeracy:
Decimal counting system
Basic operators +, -, *, /.
Algebraic notation
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Scratch
In programming, a statement is simply a directive that tells the computer to do something.
Think of it as a command or an instruction.
In Scratch, any block whose label reads like a command is a statement.
These blocks are examples of statements:

Drag a block into the Scripts Area and click on it to run it.
Blocks can be added together to form a Stack which means that instructions or
statements can be added together to create a program.
To drag a stack - pick it up from the top block
To run a stack - click on any block in the stack

To remove a block - click block, drag downwards
To add a block - drag to where you want it

Variables
In programming, a variable is a placeholder for some value. It is similar to x and y,
which are popular variables in algebra and interest, which is a variable rate in
banking. In Scratch, variables are represented with blocks shaped like elongated
circles, eg.
. Answer is a variable that is used when you want to type in a value
from the keyboard using
.

Variables are used in everyday life. Here are some examples:-

Anything that changes in some way is a variable. Data that is needed or changed or
worked out in a program will be stored in a variable. A variable is identified by name and
can store different types of data. The variable name should be meaningful. This helps
programmers understand what data the variable is being used to store.
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Launch Scratch (from Windows 7/8)
Click Start  Programs Scratch
or
Click Start type Scratch click Scratch

Using Scratch - Interface
Sprite Header Pane
File Toolbar
Block
Groups
List of
Blocks
(Blocks
Pallette)

Start/Stop buttons

Scripts Area
The Stage

Sprites Pane

Lists of Blocks can be selected by clicking on the corresponding coloured Block Groups
icon. The list of blocks available will then be listed.
Programs, which are also called scripts, are created in the Scripts Area. A Scratch
program is made up of blocks. These blocks are dragged from the Blocks Pallette to the
Scripts Area and can be joined together.
To run a program:- click on any block in the scripts area.
If the program produces an output or causes an action to take place, this will be visible
on the Stage.
The cat that is displayed on the stage is called a sprite. Any sprite can have a program
attached to it to control its appearance, movement and other actions.
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Using Variables – Working with Numbers
A variable is a changeable value. Variables can only hold one value at a time. These values (in
Scratch) can be either numbers or strings (text). Variables are used when a value must be
stored (remembered), eg. if a project needs the user to input a number and then remember that
number, the number would be stored in a variable. Thus, the number can be used at any time.

To set up a variable:
Click Variables

in the Blocks Pallette

Click Make a variable

which appears in the Blocks Pallette

Type a name for the variable, eg. test in the pop-up box
Click OK
The variable test will appear in the Blocks Pallette

and on Stage

The variable test can be used to store both numbers and strings (text)
To assign a numeric value to a variable:
Drag set test to 0

into the Scripts Area

Click in the white box and type 5
Drag show variable test

into the Scripts Area

Add show variable test to set test
Click on block and the value of test will be set to 5 and displayed on Stage
To change the numeric value of a variable:
Click Control

still in Scripts Area

in Blocks Pallette; Drag

to the Scripts area.

Click on the 1, delete it and type 3
Click Variables

in the Blocks Pallette

Drag show variable test
Drag change test by 1

into the Scripts Area
into the Scripts Area

Join all blocks in the Scripts Area. Click on any block
The value of test will be displayed on Stage
Wait 3 seconds
The value of test will be displayed on Stage
Each Block (instruction) will be carried out in Sequence (one after the other).
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Using Variables: Activity 1

Numbers, Sequence & Loops

Sequence – Each block (instruction) is carried out one after the other.
The program opposite will set a variable called test to 5, show
the value of test, wait 3 seconds and add 1 to test and show the
value of test again, which would equal 6.
Note: change test by 1 means add 1 to test
Task1:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the first value as 1 and the last value as 2?
______________________________________________
b.

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.

Show the first value as 10 and the last value as 12?
______________________________________________

c. Show the first value as 19 and the last value as 29?
______________________________________________
Keeping Count
Using the program above, click on the wait 3 seconds block and drag downwards.
The last 3 blocks should move downwards. Right click on one of these blocks and choose
duplicate. The last 3 blocks should be duplicated.
Remember - the 3 blocks that have been duplicated do the following:
Wait 3 seconds, add 1 to test, show the value of test.
Join the blocks together. It should look like this
Run it by clicking on any of the blocks. What is the last value? ___
What does it do? __________________________________________
Task2:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8?
______________________________________________
b. Show the numbers 10, 11, 12 and 13?
______________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.

c. Show the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10?
______________________________________________
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Fixed Loop – when a block or a set of blocks are repeated a fixed number of times.
Instead of duplicating the 3 blocks (wait, add and show) every time we
want to increase the variable by 1, we can use the repeat number block.
For example, we can use the repeat block to repeat the 3 blocks (wait,
change and show) a specified number of times, such as repeat 10.
This program will show the numbers from 0 to 10 and wait for
3 seconds before showing the next value.
The numbers displayed can be increased by any value.
Try it out.
Task3:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the numbers 10, 11, 12, …….. 20?
______________________________________________
b. Show the numbers 10, 20, 30 ………. 100?
______________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.
You may want to change
the wait time to 1 second.

c. Show the numbers 100, 200, 300, ………. 1000?
______________________________________________

Evaluation:
Explain, in your own words, how you have used a fixed loop in these 3 programs:-

What have you learned about using a fixed loop :-

Extension Activity:
1. Write a scratch program to calculate and show the sum of the numbers 1 to 10.
Hint: Start with the program which displayed the numbers from 1 to 10. You will need to
make a variable called sum, add the current value to sum each time and show the
value of sum.
2. Write a scratch program to calculate and show the sum of ten consecutive numbers,
starting with an Input value. Use ask to input this value. Save this program as sum1 - How?
You should save the programs as evidence of completion.

Click File Save As
Type sum1 (in New Filename: box)
Click OK
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Using Variables – Working with Strings
When you create (make) a variable in Scratch, it can be used to store either numbers or strings.
The type of variable will be determined by how you use it. Give it a number as its value and we can
think of it as a Numeric variable. Give it a string as its value and we can think of it as a String
variable. Let’s make a String variable.

To set up a variable:
Click Variables

in the Blocks Pallette

Click Make a variable

which appears in the Blocks Pallette

Type a name for the variable, eg. word in the pop-up box
Click OK

(choose For all sprites option)

The variable word will appear in the Blocks Pallette

and on Stage

The variable word can be used to store both numbers and strings (text)
To assign a string value to a variable:
Drag set word to 0

into the Scripts Area

Click in the white box and type wonder
Drag show variable word

into the Scripts Area

Add show variable word to set word
Click on block. The value of word will be set to wonder and displayed on Stage
To change the string value of a variable:
Click Control

still in Scripts Area

in Blocks Pallette; Drag

to the Scripts area.

Click on the 1, delete it and type 3
Duplicate blocks

(right click block, choose duplicate)

Click Operators
Drag and drop
Drag

(Blocks Pallette); Drag

to the Scripts area.

over the word ‘hello’ (in the join block).
to Scripts. Drag

Drag show variable word

over ‘wonder’
into the Scripts Area

Join all blocks in the Scripts Area. Click on any block
The value of word will be displayed on Stage
Wait 3 seconds
The value of word will be displayed on Stage
Each instruction will be carried out in sequence. Find out what concatenation means!
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To input a numeric value to a variable from the keyboard:
Using Answer variable
You can use
to prompt a user to type in a response on the keyboard. The response is stored in
. The question appears on the screen and the program waits until the Enter key is pressed or the
check mark is clicked.

Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area

Click in the white box and type – What is the number?
Tick the box beside Answer

in the Blocks Pallette

Answer and its current value will be displayed on the Stage
The variable answer has no value at this point.
Click on

in the Scripts Area

You will be asked - What is the number? – on stage
Type 8 in bottom left hand corner
Click arrow at bottom right hand side

or click Enter

The variable answer will now have the value 8
Note: Anything that appears in an elongated circle is a variable –
Check1:
1. Click on
in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a. Type in number ___ press Enter; What number is displayed in variable answer ___
b. Type in number ___ press Enter; What number is displayed in variable answer ___
c. Type in number ___ press Enter; What number is displayed in variable answer ___

2. Give a description in your own words of the term variable
Variable -

3. What is the syntax for setting up a variable?
Shape -
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To input a string value to a variable from the keyboard:
Using Answer variable
You can use
to prompt a user to type in a response on the keyboard. The response is stored in
. The question appears on the screen and the program waits until the Enter key is pressed or the
check mark is clicked.

Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area

Click in the white box and type – What is your name?
Tick the box beside Answer

in the Blocks Pallette

Answer and its current value will be displayed on the Stage
The variable answer has no value at this point.
Click on

in the Scripts Area

You will be asked - What is your name? – on stage
Type Cajunta in bottom left hand corner
Click arrow at bottom right hand side

or click Enter

The variable answer will now have the value Cajunta
Note: Anything that appears in an elongated circle is a variable –
Check2:
1. Click on
in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a. Type in a name _____ press Enter; What text is displayed in variable answer _____
b. Type in a name _____ press Enter; What text is displayed in variable answer _____
c. Type in a name _____ press Enter; What text is displayed in variable answer _____

2. What do you have to do to display the contents of the variable answer on stage?
Action -

3. State 2 types of values that variables can store
a. Value type 1
b. Value type 2
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Using Variables: Activity 2

Strings and text

Sequence – Each block (instruction) is carried out one after the other.
The program opposite will set a variable called word to wonder, show
the value of word, wait 3 seconds and join the contents of word with
world and show the value of word again, which would be wonderworld.
Note: join word and world means join the contents of word and the
text ‘world’ together
Task1:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the 1st value as ‘Hello’ and the last value as ‘Helloworld’ ?
___________________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
b. Show the 1st value as ‘Hello’ and the last value as ‘HelloMyname’? Scratch program above.

____________________________________________________
c. Show the 1st value as ‘My school is’ and the last value as ‘My school is *** ***’ ?
______________________________________________
Character Check
Make another variable called symbol
You should still have one called word
There is another green block that is used with string data – (text & keyboard characters).
This block, letter of,
picks out any given letter (character) in text content.
Click Operators
Drag
Drag

(Blocks Pallette); Drag

to Scripts. Drag

to Scripts area.
over ‘0’

over ‘world’ to give –

Drag show variable symbol

to Scripts Area

Add blocks to existing script and modify to give this program
Task2:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the 3rd letter of word?
______________________________________________
b. Show the last letter of word?
______________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.

c. Show the letter that is ‘d’?
______________________________________________
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Characters Count
Make another variable called letters
Drag

You should still have one called word

to the Scripts area. Drag

Drag

over ‘0’; Drag

to Scripts.

over ‘world’ to give

Drag show variable letters

to Scripts

Add blocks to existing script and modify to give this program



Task3:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the length of ‘wonderful’?
______________________________________________
b. Show the length of ‘Your school’?
______________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.

c. Show the length of ‘My Name is …….’?
______________________________________________
Evaluation:
Explain, in your own words, how you have used strings in these 3 programs:-

What have you learned about using strings :-

Extension:
Create a program in Scratch which will do the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Make 2 string variables
Input and assign a value to each variable
Test the 2 strings – if they are equal
Display a suitable message
Else (they are not equal)
Display a suitable message

Save your finished program as stringTest
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To input and display a value from the keyboard:
Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner Blocks Pallette)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area

Click in the white box and type – Type in your name?
Click Looks

in

(Blocks Pallette);

Click Operators

(Blocks Pallette);

Click Sensing
Drag and drop

Drag

(Blocks Pallette);

to the Scripts area.

Drag

to the Scripts area.

Drag

to the Scripts area.

over the word ‘world’ (in the join block).

Drag and drop

over the word ‘Hello!’ (in the Say block).

Ensure blocks are joined. Click on either block (to activate).
There are 2 blocks (instructions) in this program. Each block will be
executed in sequence. In other words, it will ask you to type in your
name, eg. Kenny and then display Hello Kenny on the screen.
Typing in your name is the INPUT and displaying it is the OUTPUT.

Input screen

Output screen

Check3:
1. Click on

a. Type in your name ________ press Enter; Is this Input or Output? __________
b. What text is displayed on screen _________; Is this Input or Output? ________
2. What do you have to do to run (or activate) this program?
Action 3. What is a program?
Program –
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Using Numeric Expressions: Add 2 numbers – version 1
Make a variable called total (see To set up a variable: page7)
Drag set total to 0

into the Scripts Area

Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area. Join to block.

Click in the white box and type – What is the number?
Drag

into the Scripts Area. Duplicate

Click

Drag

Drag and drop

into the Scripts Area.

over the number ‘0’ (in the set block)

Duplicate (rt click block)
Drag
Drag

(right click block, choose duplicate)

Join up.

Join up.
to Scripts. Drag n drop

over ‘0’

Join up.

to Scripts. Join up. You now have the complete Script (program).

Click on any block to Run the program.
Note: Program to add 2 numbers
White line around the blocks indicates the program is running.
This is often called being executed or activated. Each block
(instruction) is executed in sequence, i.e. one after the other
until it has executed all the instructions. During execution you will
be asked to Input 2 numbers. These will be added to the variable
total. This is called the Process. Finally it will display the value of
total. This is called the Output.

The blocks
and
can be regarded as Arithmetic
expressions. The set block gives total the value 0 (total = 0) and the change block
gives total the value whatever its current value is increased or decreased by the value
of answer (total = total + answer). It can be used to add or subtract the value of the
variable answer to/from the contents of the variable total.
Check4:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

total ______
total ______
total ______

2. What is the Input to this program?
3. What is the Process of this program?
4. What is the Output from this program?
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Using Numeric Expressions: Add 2 numbers – version 2
Make a variable called total (see To set up a variable: page7)
Drag set total to 0

into the Scripts Area

Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area. Join to block.

Click in the white box and type – What is the number?
Drag
Drag and drop

into the Scripts Area. Click Sensing
over the number ‘0’ (in the set block)

Duplicate (rt click block)
Drag

Drag

Join up.

into the Scripts Area.

Click Operators
Drag and drop

Join up.

(Blocks Pallette); Drag

to the Scripts area.

over first gap (in the + block)
over second gap (in the + block)

Drag and drop
Drag

over the number ‘0’ (in the set block)
to Scripts. Join up. You now have the complete Script (program).

Click on any block to Run the program.
Note: Program to add 2 numbers – version 2
The first 4 blocks (instructions) are the same as version 1.
This gives total a value equal to the first number typed in (total =
answer). The fifth block (instruction) has to work out what the
value of total plus answer is equal to. The sum of these 2
numbers will be the new value of total. In other words the new
value of total becomes equal to the old value of total added to
the value of answer. The last block (instruction) will display the
value of total.

The block
is an assignment expression. It can be used to assign a
value or contents of a variable to another variable. In this case total = answer.
This means that total is assigned (given) the value of answer.
The block
is also an assignment expression. In this example
it is used to assign the sum of the current value of total plus answer to total.
In this case total = total + answer.
This means that total is assigned (given) the value of total + answer.
Check5:
1. Click on the program (in Scripts) 3 times and record your Test data.
a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

total ______
total ______
total ______

2. For any set of data, state the Input _____ _____, and the Output _____
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Using Numeric Expressions: Add 2 numbers – version 3

(see To set up a variable: page 7)

Make a variable called result. Drag set result to 0

into the Scripts Area

Make variables called number1 & number2; Drag

and

to Scripts Area

number1 will store the first number; number2 will store the second number; result will store the sum of the
2 numbers; As an assignment expression, this would be: result = number1 + number2. This means that
the variable result will be assigned (given) the sum of number1(value) and number2(value)

Click Sensing

(in top left hand corner)

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

to the Scripts Area. Join to block.

Click in the white box and type – What is the number?
Drag

into the Scripts Area. Duplicate

Click

Drag

Drag and drop

(rt click block, choose duplicate)

into the Scripts Area

over the number ‘0’ (in the set block)

Duplicate (rt click block)
Drag

Join up with other blocks.
into the Scripts Area. Click on the black arrow

Click on number2



to give

Repeat 2 instructions above for result to give
Drag n drop

over ‘0’ in set number2 to give

Click Operators
Drag and drop
Drag

(Blocks Pallette);

Drag

Join up.
to the Scripts area.

over first gap (in the + block)
over second gap (in the + block)

Drag n drop
Join up last block. Click

over the ‘0’ (in the set block)
Drag

to Scripts. Join up.

You now have the complete Script (program).
Click on any block to Run the program.
Note: Program to add 2 numbers - version 3
This program sets result to zero (result = 0) & the first number typed
in is assigned to number1 (number1 = answer). The second number
typed in is assigned to number2 (number2 = answer). The 2nd last
block sets result to the sum of the 2 numbers input, which is
number1 and number2 (result = number1 + number2). This is
called the Process. The 2 numbers, number1 and number2 are the
Input The last block displays the output - the value of result is the
output from the process.

The block
can be regarded as an Arithmetic expression. It
can be used to add, subtract, multiply or divide by using different operators.
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Check6:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.

a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______

2. What is the Input to this program?
3. What is the Process of this program?
4. What is the Output from this program?
Using Numeric Expressions: Difference of 2 numbers - Subtraction
This program (Add 2 numbers) can be easily adapted to give :The difference of 2 numbers: result = number1 - number2 using the subtract (-)
operator
Start with the previous program.
Replace the block

with

How
Click Operators

(Blocks Pallette);

Drag and drop
Drag

Drag

to the Scripts area.

over first gap (in the - block)
over second gap (in the - block)

Drag n drop

over the ‘0’ (in the set block)

Check7:
1.

Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______

2. Did your program work correctly Y/N? ______
3. Explain how you arrived at your answer to Q 2.? _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Using Numeric Expressions: Product of 2 numbers - Multiply
The program (Add 2 numbers) can be easily adapted to give :The product of 2 numbers: result = number1 * number2 using the multiply (*) operator
Start with the previous program.
Replace the block

with

How
Click Operators

(Blocks Pallette);

Drag and drop
Drag

Drag

to the Scripts area.

over first gap (in the + block)
over second gap (in the + block)

Drag n drop

over the ‘0’ (in the set block)

Check8:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______

2. Did your program work correctly Y/N? ______

3. Explain how you arrived at your answer to Q 2.? _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Using Numeric Expressions: Quotient of 2 numbers - Divide
The program (Add 2 numbers) can be easily adapted to give :The quotient of 2 numbers: result = number1 / number2 using the divide (/) operator
Start with the previous program.
Replace the block

with

How
Click Operators
Drag and drop
Drag

Drag

(Blocks Pallette);

to the Scripts area.

over first gap (in the + block)
over second gap (in the + block)

Drag n drop

over the ‘0’ (in the set block)

Check9:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 3 times and record your Test data.
a) number 1 _____
b) number 1 _____
c) number 1 _____

number 2 _____
number 2 _____
number 2 _____

expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______
expected result ______ actual result ______

2. Did your program work correctly Y/N? ______

3. Explain how you arrived at your answer to Q 2.? _____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Internal Documentation
Internal Documentation or Commentary is an important feature of program
development. It can be used by the author or another programmer when changes
need to be made to the program. It should describe what happens at a specific line or
section of code. Changes carried out to a program at a later date are called Maintenance.
In Scratch, internal documentation can be added using Project Notes and Comments.
Comments:
To add a comment to the Scripts Area, right-click in the Scripts area and
Select add comment. A yellow comment area will appear, and you can type in text.
Comments can be added anywhere in the Scripts area, and you can move them around by
dragging them.
To resize comment area - use handle on right edge
To attach/detach – drag to / away from block

To collapse or expand - click triangle at the top-left
To move comment - drag to new position

Let us look at the first Scratch program which used variables with numbers (page 5)
We could add comments to the blocks that need a description of their purpose.

Figure 1

To see the full comment,
click on the arrow head
on display value
(Figure 1)
This will display the full
comment. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

Project Notes:
It is common practice to include at the start of a program the program name, the author’s
name and the date it was written. If it is a short program, a description of how it works
should be included. For more complex programs, the description would be more detailed. In
Scratch, this part of the documentation would be completed within the Project Notes.
To Use Project Notes:
Click File, click Project Notes
The Project Notes window opens and you can type in your details 
When finished – click OK
Adding documentation improves the readability of code.
Readability is the ease in which the computer program code,
or blocks in the case of Scratch, can be read and understood.
Meaningful variable names also help readability. Readability helps to ensure that the
program is maintainable. This means that it can be updated easily.
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Comparing Values: Testing for positive numbers using if
Click Control

Drag

Click Sensing

Tick answer

Drag ‘Ask and wait’

and

to the Scripts area
Drag

to the Scripts area.

to the Scripts Area.

Click in the white box and type – What is the number?
Click Control

in Blocks Pallette; Drag

Click on the 1, delete it and type 3
Click Operators

to the Scripts area.

join blocks to give

(Blocks Pallette);

Drag

to the Scripts area

is a Boolean block. It reports whether the condition is true or false.
Drag and drop

over the left ‘space’ in the operator

Click in the right ‘space’ of the operator
This operator
This operator

to give

and type 0 to give

will be true if the value of answer is greater than 0, i.e. a positive number  1, 2,3,4,5,6,…….
will be false if the value of answer is 0 or less than 0, i.e. a negative number  -1,-2,-3,-4,-5,…….

Click Looks

in

(Blocks Pallette);

Drag

to the Scripts area.

Click on the word ‘Hello’ and type Number is positive to give
Drag and drop

in the if block condition to give

Drag and drop
Join

in the if block action to give 
and

to give


Click on any block to Run the program.
Note: Program to check input number
During execution you will be asked to input a number. The value of the
number will be stored by the variable answer. After 3 secs. the if block
will be executed. The if block is a conditional statement. If the
condition
is true then the action
is executed (carried out). If the condition is false then the action is not
executed (not carried out).

Check10:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 5 times and record your Test data.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

input
input
input
input
input

6
0
-4
_____
_____

output __________
output __________
output __________
output __________
output __________

Save this program as bool1
How?
Click File Save As
Type bool1 (in New Filename: box)
Click OK
Note: Choose folder to save in first
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Comparing Values: Testing for negative numbers using if
The ‘positive numbers’ program can be easily adapted to test for negative numbers. It will
have the same structure (and same blocks) but 2 of those will have to be altered.
The Boolean operator
So that

will have to be replaced with

is replaced with

Try that out!

The only other change will be to the ‘Say’ block – the message will need to be changed
So that

is replaced with

Once you’ve made those changes your program should look like this:Note: Program to check input number
During execution you will be asked to input a number. The value of the
number will be stored by the variable answer. After 3 secs the if block will
be executed. The if block is a conditional statement. If the condition
is true then the action
is
executed (carried out). If the condition is false then the action is not
executed (not carried out).

Check11:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 5 times and record your Test data.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

input
input
input
input
input

6
0
-4
_____
_____

output
output
output
output
output

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Summary:
if block (instruction)
The if block is a conditional statement. If the condition is true then the action, or
actions are executed (carried out). If the condition is false then no action is taken.
In this example, if the value of answer is less than 5 then the
actions move 10 steps and
turn 45 degrees
would be executed (carried out).
Boolean blocks
Boolean blocks are conditions that can either be true or false. They are hexagonal
shaped and fit in the corresponding hexagonal slot on other blocks.
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Extension Activity: Number or String?
Create a program using ask, if – else, set result and
operator blocks as shown on the right
Note: result is a variable
Remember: answer is the variable used with the ask block.
Run it by clicking on any of the blocks. What is the last value? ___
What Output would you get when you type in the following Input data:
i)
iii)
v)

Input = hello; Output =
Input = x; Output =
Input = <>? %$; Output =

ii)
iv)
vi)

Input = 10; Output =
Input = 527; Output =
Input = 2000; Output =

What does this program do? _________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
How does it know if data entered is a string or a number? ______________
_________________________________________________________
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Comparing Values: Testing for negative and positive numbers using if – else

Create a program like the one on the left using the if – else
block. The if – else is a conditional statement which carries
out (executes) the first statement
if the condition
is true.
If the condition
second statement

is false it will execute the

Check12:
1. Click on the program in the Scripts Area.
Do this 5 times and record your Test data.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

input
input
input
input
input

6
0
-4
_____
_____

output
output
output
output
output

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Note: When you run the program and type in 0 (zero) it will say that it is a positive number.
The number 0 (zero) is neither positive nor negative. So the program is not correct. This
is caused by a bug or error in the program. It is not a syntax error but a logical error.
Change the second ‘say’ statement to
program correct.

This makes the

A program that is fit for purpose is one that works correctly giving the correct output
and does what it is supposed to do!
That is why testing is important. Each program or program section, should be tested as it
is being developed. Most of the Checks you have completed involved testing the
program with Test Data.
Testing:
Once a program has been created, it needs to be tested to make sure that it does what it is
supposed to do. If it does not perform as it should, it must have errors and they must
be detected and removed.
Testing a program should be carefully planned and you must use sets of data to test
different working conditions. This data is called Test Data.
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There are 3 types of test data that should be included in your test plan:
NORMAL
EXTREME
EXCEPTIONAL

Use data that is clearly within the range of data that the program should cope with.
Use boundary data that is on the limit of acceptable data (as far as data can go)
Use data that is clearly not suitable or outside the acceptable range.

The test data is usually set out in a table with the following headings:
Test data type; Data value; Expected result; Actual result
The important testing issue is working out what the Expected result should be for the
test data value. The Expected result should be compared with the Actual result. The
Actual result is the program output. If both results are the same then that data value
has been processed correctly.
Example:
A program has an Input section which asks for an age to be entered between 12 and 18.
It checks the data entered and reports whether it is valid or invalid.
Here is a sample test data table:
Test Data Set
Normal
Normal
Extreme
Extreme
Exceptional
Exceptional

Age
14
16
12
18
-1
Z

Expected result:
valid
valid
valid
valid
invalid
Error message

Actual result:
valid
valid
valid
valid
invalid
Error message
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Repetition: Fixed Loops with step size
The block or instruction
is used to repeat an instruction, or instructions,
a given number of times. In this example it would be 10 times. This is usually called a Fixed
Loop because it will be repeated a fixed number of times (10).
Click Variables

in the Blocks Pallette

Click Make a variable

Name the variable counter.

Drag set counter to 0
Drag

into the Scripts Area

to Scripts Area from the

Drag show variable counter
repeat.
Drag change counter
Drag

blocks. Join blocks.
into the Scripts. Drag inside
into the Scripts. Drag inside repeat.

to the Scripts area. Drag inside repeat.

Click on any block to Run the program.
Note: Program to repeat 10 times – adding 1 to and displaying
counter
The first instruction sets the value of counter to 0 (zero). This gives the
variable counter an initial value. The repeat instruction indicates that the
instructions inside it are to be repeated 10 times. These instructions will
display the value of counter, add 1 to counter and wait for 1 second.
The program will end once these instructions have been repeated 10 times.
The final value of counter will be 10. The numbers displayed will be 0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9.
Make 1 change to the program so that it will display the numbers 1 – 10. Hint: There are 2 ways
this can be done.

Extension:
1. Modify program to display the numbers 5 to 50 in steps of 5
2. Modify program to display the numbers 10 to 100 in steps of 10
3. Modify program to display the numbers 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100
Hint: Start with the numbers 1 to 10 (step 1). Make another variable to store and
display the final value. It will have to be calculated using the set block and an
operator.
Think about the link 1  1, 2  4, 3  9, etc.
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Repetition: Conditional Loops
The blocks
and
are used to repeat an instruction, or
instructions, depending on a condition. A condition can be either true or false.
The forever if block will keep repeating if the condition is true. However, if the condition
is false, it goes on to the blocks that follow or finishes.
The repeat until will keep repeating until the condition is true. It checks to see if the
condition is false; if it is, it runs the blocks inside and checks condition again. If condition is
true, it goes on to the blocks that follow or finishes.
For example, we will simulate a clock timer that will display the time in seconds. The user
will specify how many seconds the timer will display. This value will be input and stored
as answer. The number of seconds displayed will be controlled by a variable called
clock. The clock will start at 0 (zero). The seconds (value of clock) will be output.
This can be achieved using both conditional loops:

Try out both of these versions and test them to make sure that they produce the correct
output for different input values.
Record your results in the table below:
Run

forever if
Input

Output

repeat until
Input

1

5

5

2

15

15

Output

3
4
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Fixed Loops with fractional step size:
Remember Fixed Loops – when a block or a set of blocks are repeated
a fixed number of times.
For example, we can use the repeat block to repeat the 3 blocks (wait,
change and show) a specified number of times, such as repeat 10.
This program will show the numbers from 0 to 10 and wait for
3 seconds before showing the next value.
The numbers displayed can be increased by any value.
Try changing this value to 0.1 in the change test line.
The modified program would look like this
Try it out and note the numbers displayed.
(You may want to change the wait time to 1 second.)
Check13:
1.

What changes would need to be made to the program above to:
a. Show the numbers 1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 ………. 6.0?
______________________________________________
b. Show the numbers 10, 10.1, 10.2, .…….. 11.0?
______________________________________________

Try out each solution by
making the changes to the
Scratch program above.
You may want to change
the wait time to 1 second.

c. Show the numbers 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 …… 3.0?
______________________________________________
Loop activity extension:
Type in and run this program.
It should start with count = 0 and show
each value of count plus 0.1 until count
reaches 1.
Check14:
1. What actually happens? ____________________________________________
2. Has the condition <count = 1> changed from false to true? ________________
3. Find out why this has happened? _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Hint: Research the storage of different number types (integer, real) in Binary.
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Check your addition: Activity 3

Add 2 random numbers – check the result

Random numbers: Create this program in Scratch.
Note: it uses a green operator called pick random 1 to 10.
This operator is used to pick a random number between any
2 specified numbers. In this case 1 and 10.
Run the program and record the output.

Task1:
1. Write down the values for each variable in the table below:
num1

num2

total

answer

2.

What input did you provide? __________________________________________

3.

What output was produced? __________________________________________

4.

Run it 3 more times and record the values for each variable in the table below:
num1

num2

total

answer

5. State one condition that is used in this program? __________________________
6. Explain why the condition is needed in this program? ______________________
__________________________________________________________________

7.

Explain what the program does? _______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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